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The first volume of ELT Monthly has been

highly appreciated by our precious readers.

Therefore, I'd like to start by being proud

of my crew and thanking all of our readers

for the compliments that have motivated

us more than ever. ELT Monthly began

with the Renaissance Era, which is one of

the most magnificent periods as we

mentioned in the previous editor's note,

too. Hence, we decided to go on with

another splendid theme. In our second

volume, the theme will be the Middle

Ages, which is at least as fabulous as the

Renaissance Era. The Middle Ages

witnessed some of the darkest and

brightest events in human history and you

will have been informed about all of them

once you finish reading this magazine.

More, as the same as our first press, there

are various enlightening and fascinating

articles. Each of them has a unique

atmosphere. You will certainly understand

what I mean when you finish reading them

all. In this volume of ELT Monthly, we

have ten articles from diverse topics such

as art, music, literature, history, science,

health, and important events… It also

includes a breathtaking short story, an

immeasurably beautiful poem, and then a

special recipe from Medieval cuisine.

Column

 Z İKR İ  EMRE TAŞTAN

I believe you will be astonished by our

unique articles again and will have fun

while reading about the Middle Ages, as

well as learning about it. Here is the

second volume of ELT Monthly, hope

you enjoy reading!



t  i s  a  common fact  that  d iamonds  are  made  o f  coa l s  that  can  h ighly  found in

mines .  Once  they  face  the  sun  sh in ing  outs ide ,  they  become one  o f  the  most

prec ious  and  charming  i tems  des ired  by  a l l .  The  reason  why I  ca l l  women

as  diamonds   in  th i s  t i t l e  i s  re la ted  to  the  era  way  back  TheRenaissance ,  The

Middle  Ages .  I t  had  been  such  a  d i l emma when we  cons ider  any  aspects  o f  the

soc ie ty  that  had  ordinary  re la t ionships  wi th  one  another  for  the  necess i t i e s  o f

a  human be ing  as  food  and dr ink ,  hea l th ,  harbour ing  and protec t ing .  What

about  the  enthus iasm of  l iv ing?  People  a l so  needed  emot ive ,  sensat iona l  and

af fec t ive  s ides  o f  l i f e  wi th  the  he lp  o f  l i t erature .  Those  who  have  no  r ights  or

never  g iven  opportuni t i e s  to  express  themse lves  are  in  here:  women.  A way  i t

was  that  women could  no  formal  entry  whether  or  not  they  are  capable  or

knowledgeable .  Cal l ing  them diamonds  has  a lways  been  correct  to  me  due  to

the ir  shrouded  and uncons idered  va lues .  For  many years ,  the  unforget tab le

act ions  women could  do  has  been  seen  derogatory ,  rough and even  savage .

Have  you  ever  thought  about  why?

W h a t  w a s  t h e  a c t u a l  r e a s o n  t h a t  w o m e n  c l a s s � f � e d  w � t h  s u c h  r o l e sW h a t  w a s  t h e  a c t u a l  r e a s o n  t h a t  w o m e n  c l a s s � f � e d  w � t h  s u c h  r o l e sW h a t  w a s  t h e  a c t u a l  r e a s o n  t h a t  w o m e n  c l a s s � f � e d  w � t h  s u c h  r o l e s

o v e r  c e n t u r � e s ?o v e r  c e n t u r � e s ?o v e r  c e n t u r � e s ?

In  here ,  we  wi l l  see  two  of  the  most  t remendous  and p ioneer  women

together;  Chr is t ine  de  P i san  and Anna Comnena .

M I D D L EM I D D L EM I D D L E
   A G E SA G E SA G E S    

I
Anna Comnena (also Komnini, Ánna Komnēnḗ in Greek), a brave heart to write a historical

book, Alexiad, a self – opinionated and a history maker princess for presenting the political and

casual seeds of her father was one of the most valuable writers in the Middle Ages (Dawes,

1928). She was born in 1083 being the first child of the couple of Alexios I Komnenos and Irene

Doukaina.

Was her job to describe  what happened  to her father  and

 the whole empire in that period  as there were already narrators

 who were properly performing? Maybe it was not.  We would

not think that this is a milestone  women cannot parlay.

In her times, writing such a story type of work by a woman, especially if she is a

noble figure has been criticized due to the stereotypical  philosophy of the

 society and the history writers, typically men.

The point she embodied in her work was only to narrate how the 

life around his father shaped and continued. Considering the Alexiad with

alternative ways, there is a woman, call her omniscient, who was capable of

 creating almost everything such as physics, history, philosophy and scholar 

 rather than being a princess larvated behind the walls of Byzantine Empire.
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Nevertheless, the work

mostly impacted by her

ideas and emotions  rather

than the objectivity was

the principle she desired

to leave behind. Even this

masterpiece embodied

as a personal anecdote; it

has variable effects on

today’s world in terms of

history,

sociology and political

aspects.

Now we alter our direction 

to 1364 Venice, Italy in

which year and place our

other valued author was

born, Christine de Pisan who

has been known as a 

respected poet and

philosopher  by the works

that had marvellous effects in

terms of women’s sides, 
especially The Book of The City of

Ladies written in 1403 (Nielsen, 2017).

through the magnificence and massiveness of women work in both 

formal and informal life, women 

hostility and disrespectfulness

have been stepped back in the

early years

 while the female group of the

society always put on

the back burner.

Due to the restrictions

and norms which

forcefully adopted

  by women,

there was no space

 to express the

 thoughts just behind 

their eyes

or step forward to hold

tight to their dreams.

With her remarkable

state of the art

and the seeds of

 Feminism scattered

fortunately, now the power

 of women and the faith  shaded

 in their imagination pursue the

way that will never  come to an

ending.
It is my pleasure 

to end this breathtaking woman solidarity narration with a saying; 

“A woman’s work is never done.”
 until she wants.

Thanks to the perspectives she embraced 
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‘O where ha you been, Lord Randal,

my son?

And where ha you been, my

handsome young man?’

‘I ha been at the greenwood; Mother,

mak my bed soon,For I’m wearied wi

huntin, and fain wad lie down.’

‘O I fear you are poisoned, Lord

Randal, my son!

I fear you are poisoned, my

handsome young man!’

‘O yes, I am poisoned; mother,

mak my bed soon,

For I’m sick at the heart, and I

fain wad lie down.’

‘An wha met ye there, Lord

Randal, my son?

An wha met you there, my

handsome young man?’

‘O I met wi my true-love;

Mother, mak my bed soon,

For I’m wearied wi huntin, and

fain wad lie down.’

‘And what became of them, Lord

Randal, my son?

And what became of them, my

handsome young man?’

‘They stretched their legs out and

died; Mother, mak my bed soon,

For I’m wearied wi huntin, and

fain wad lie down.’

‘What d’ ye leave to your mother,

Lord Randal, my son?

What d ‘ye leave to your mother,

my handsome young man?’

‘Four and twenty milk kye;

mother, mak my bed soon,

For I’m sick at the heart, and I

fain wad lie down.’



‘What d’ ye leave to your sister, Lord
Randal, my son?
What d’ ye leave to your sister, my
handsome young man?’
‘My gold and my silver; mother, mak my
bed soon,
For I’m sick at the heart, and I fain wad
lie down.’

‘What d’ ye leave to your brother, Lord

Randal, my son?

What d ‘ye leave to your brother, my

handsome young man?’

‘My house and my lands; mother, mak

my bed soon,

For I’m sick at the heart, and I fain wad

lie down.’

‘What d’ ye leave to your true-love,
Lord Randal, my son?
What d ‘ye leave to your true-love,
my handsome young man?’
‘I leave her hell and fire; mother,
mak my bed soon,
For I’m sick at the heart, and I fain
wad lie down.’

Anonymous



      In the Middle Ages, literature was mostly anonymous. I also selected an anonymous

poem for my writing. I selected the poem ‘’Lord Randal’’. This poem is a ballad and

people sang it. It was not written for a long time and because of that, there are a lot of

different versions of this poem. (Kennedy, Gioia, Bauerlein, 2005) The poem portrays a

conversation between a mother and her son. This conversation continues throughout all

of the ten stanzas and it makes us go through a story full of action.

     When we look at the stanzas, each stanza represents an answer to a question. And

his answers are quite short. We assume from his short answers that he does not like to

talk that much, and his mother has to ask specific questions to learn what she wants. He

is not open to talking and gives brief answers to the questions.

In the first stanza, the mother asks her son where he has been, 

In the second stanza, his mother asks him who he met there 

 In the third stanza, the mother asks what his lover gave 

After this answer, the mother asks him who ate his leftovers

Then, she asks him what happened to the animals; he says that

and he says that he was in Greenwood. Then he wants his mother to 

make his bed because he is so tired from hunting. He asks for his bed 

in every stanza. 

and his answer to this question is his ‘’true love’’.

him, and the answer is eels fried in a pan. This answer makes

us understand that he has been poisoned because making fried eels

in a pan is a method of poisoning that appears in a lot of old poems. 

(Kennedy, Gioia, Bauerlein, 2005)

 from his meal. He says his hawks and hounds ate the leftovers.

 they died. The doubt of poisoning becomes clear at this point. 
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Reference:

X.J Kennedy, D. Gioia., M. Bauerlein., 2005. Handbook of Literary Terms: Literature, Language, Theory. 

         When I saw this poem for the first time, I thought it was very long, but when I

read it, it ended so quickly, and I wanted to know more of the story. I really would like

to find out why she poisoned him, or what happened after his death. I loved reading this

interesting poem and the storyline amazed me. These ten stanzas were like being in a

train that constantly goes higher because the story and the answers were added one step

by one step. I’m glad I read this poem.

In the sixth stanza, his mother finally

understands that he is poisoned. He

accepts that he was poisoned and

asks for his bed again. But this time,

the reason is not his fatigue. He says

that his heart is sick, that is why he

wants the bed. From this stanza, this

part changes from fatigue to

sickness. 

In the seventh, eighth, and ninth

stanzas, his mother asks him what he

would leave to her, his sister, and his

brother if he dies. He says that he

would leave his mother twenty-four

cows, his sister his gold and silver,

and his brother his house and land.

We can see in these stanzas that they

accepted his death. 

And in the last stanza, she asks him what he would give to his true love, his answer to

this question is ‘’hell and fire’’. Then once again, he asks for his bed.
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S u n s h i n e  w a r m s  t h e  w h e a t .
I ’ m  t o u c h i n g  t h e m  c a l m .
F e e l s  l i k e  h o m e .
I t ’ s  t e n d e r ,
I t ’ s  s w e e t .
I ’ m  l y i n g  t h e r e  i n  p e a c e ,
U n d e r  t h e  b u r n i n g  h e a t .

T h e r e ’ s  a  s n a k e ,
S l y  a n d  n e a t .
C o m i n g  c l o s e  t o  m e ,
I  c a n  s e e  i t s  e y e s ,
Y e l l o w ,  s o m e t i m e s  r e d
P l a n n i n g  t o  d o  s o m e t h i n g  b a d ;
S l i t h e r s  t h r o u g h  t h e  s i l k  s h e e t .
C o m i n g  c l o s e r  a n d  c l o s e r .
I  w i l l  n o t  m o v e ,
I  w i l l  n o t  c h e a t .

I t  f i n a l l y  c a m e ,
K n o w i n g  e x a c t l y  w h a t  i t ’ s  d o i n g ,
E m b r a c i n g  m e ,
M y  p a s t ,
M y  f u t u r e .
C l e a n s  a l l  t h e  b a d n e s s ,
F r o m  m y  h e a d
T o  m y  f e e t .

 



FRAME

NARRATIVE

A  S T O R Y  W I T H I N  A

S T O R Y

A frame narrative, also called a ‘sandwich story’, describes

a literary technique in which one or more stories are

embedded in an enclosing ‘frame’ story. It can be thought of

as ‘a story within a story’ where the frame story sets the

base for either a more emphasized second story or a set of

smaller stories. (Irwin, 1995) Frame narratives help to 

close the gap between author and audience by providing an

example reaction to a story using the characters in the frame

story. (Asay, 2014) Frame narratives usually appear in

 the form of letters or memories but can be portrayed in

many more forms. The first frame narrative is thought 

to be the ‘Papyrus Westcar’ written in 

ancient Egypt. In Europe, frame 

narratives became popular in the 

middle ages with Dante’s ‘The Divine 

Comedy’ inspiring many more writers 

to try their hand at this technique.

 Popular examples in the middle ages 

include Boccaccio’s Decameron

 and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.

REFERENCES

Asay, T. M. (2014). THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF FRAMES IN CHAUCER,

DANTE AND BOCCACCIO (doctoral dissertation). University of Oregon. Retrieved

from https://scholarsbank.uoregon.edu/xmlui/.

Irwin, B. D. (1995). What’s in a Frame? The Medieval Textualization of Traditional
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M E M O R I E S  O F  T H EM E M O R I E S  O F  T H E

MOONCHILDMOONCHILDMOONCHILD

Marianna’s Letter to her Mother

Dear mommy,

I write to let you know that I’m fine. But before I tell you about now, I want to tell you about the past. About

all the things that I hid from you and everyone else and, most importantly, about that night four years ago.

You told me I had the marks on my hand ever since I was born. But that’s not true. I had them even before I

was born. How do I know? The Moon told me. Ever since I was born, I could hear the ghostly voice of the

Moon. It spoke to me every night. I could confess the moon anything, and it would not judge. I told it about

my days, my secrets, my worries, and anything I couldn’t tell anyone else. And the Moon told me how it

heard you at night, praying. You were sick, and you were afraid that your disease would kill me inside you.

Indeed, I would have died, but the moon felt sorry for you and marked me as its own. That way, it could help

me survive. It never asked anything of you, and it never demanded anything of me. The only way to tell it

was involved was the marks on my hand. I did not mind them, but everybody else did. I know it made you

sad too, how everyone was calling me ‘cursed’ or a ‘witch’ I am neither. I am just a little girl who was helped

by the moon.

The other children didn’t mind as well until their mothers and fathers convinced them I was evil. Then they

pushed me and told me to go away. The elders told me to die. The watchmen snarled and spat at me. The

priests asked me to ‘begone’ and called me ‘an evil spirit’. My only friend was the Moon.

One day I was playing by myself, as always, when I heard the village’s watchmen talk about me. I hid behind

a wall and listened. The lead Watchman Jenkins had an interesting story to tell. It went like this:

Lead Watchman Jenkins’ Story of The Moonchild

“The accursed girl of the Bakers, Marianna, or whatever they named the demon, will bring the end of this

village! I know! I know because I have seen it before! Those marks on her hand! A sign of the fake deity, the

Moon. Yes, some morons pray to the Moon! Ask it for help, as if it could come down here and bibbidy

babbidy boo them their problems away. Fools! What hears them is the devil!
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Four years ago, today, my child was chased away. Some tell me she died, others are convinced she was

taken by the moon. I do not know which to believe, but every night since then, I prayed to see my baby

again. I still blame myself for everything that happened to her. That night is engraved in my memory

forever, burnt itself a place in my soul, and burns me every single day from inside. One morning I

found something curious by the windowsill. A letter. A letter to me from my little angel, Marianna. A

sign of hope that she is still out there somewhere. I hid it from my husband all day, for I believe he

does not grieve as I do. I might even say he does not grieve at all. Later at night, he went to bed and I

was ready for whatever truth this letter might reveal to me. I carefully unfolded the paper and began to

read with the voice of my baby in my mind:



Back when my father was the lead Watchman, god bless his good soul, there was a similar girl. Moonchild,

they called her. She was born pale as the Moon and lame on both legs. Doctors claimed it impossible for her

to ever take a step. The girl dreamed of dancing apparently. Prayed every night to the Moon. And one day,

the lass actually walked! “A blessing,” some said. But a curse is what it was! The devil cursed the lass! Yes,

she could walk and dance, but she brought disaster with her. Little by little, the village fell into chaos. And

what did the Moonchild do? She danced! As if all was merry! Accursed thing. And when the lass was old

enough, her parents’ family home burned to the ground. Everybody immediately knew who started the fire:

The cursed Moonchild!

My father, the good man, went to the priest himself to demand a burning! Obviously, the lass had become a

witch. And the priests, as the wise man that he was, gave his blessing to burn the wretched thing. My father

locked the witch away while the village folk prepared the stake. It was time for the villagers to dance as the

cursed one and all her demonic doings burned!

But y’know what happened? Rain! Like they had never seen before! It poured all day and all night so that no

fire could burn. Oh, but the priest was a smart fellow, yes he was. “If there is no fire, let us burry the evil

alive!” he suggested.

Some of the bravest men in the village dug a hole by the lake. The lass had always been fond of the lake, it

seems, so then she could rot by it! My father personally knocked the lass out! Wham! One good hit to the

neck and she was movin’ and strugglin’ no more! I was there myself! Just a wee lad back then, but I watched

my father and his men drag the demon to her grave. They tossed her deep and filled her grave to the brim.

All was well for a moment as we returned to the village. Until the full moon shone bright! Brighter than ever!

And we heard a grotesque scream! Like a growl! And when I turned, lads I do not lie, I saw the Moonchild

climbin’ out her grave! My brave father, oh bless his soul, ran to kill whatever demon she had become. And I

witnessed, with my very own eyes, how he froze and turned to ice! And all the brave men around me turned

to ice and shattered like glass! I ran for my life. I, the wee lad, ran and never looked back. My only regret in

life. But what was I supposed to do? I was just a wee lad. Just a wee wee lad.”

Then the old man began to tear up, and the watchmen consoled

him. I didn't like old Jenkins, but his story made me feel

uneasy. I did not want to harm the village. The moon never

asked anything of me, ever. Still, I felt scared. What if one day

everything around me froze and shattered? What if the moon

asked me to repay its kindness? I snuck away and ran back

home.

That night I asked the Moon about Moonchild. I told the story 

I heard from old Jenkins and demanded honesty. The Moon

claimed that I listened to ‘the devil’s version’ of the story. It

was sad. I could feel that. Then it told me how much it loved

Moonchild and that I should ask the hag about her story. I was

surprised because everyone just called her ‘a crazy hag’, ‘been

through much and lost it’, ‘mean and old as any hag’. People

seldom talked to her.



The next day I carefully made my way to the hag’s home. I didn’t want anyone to see me. People already

didn’t like her much, and I was seen as cursed. I found the hag watering the flowers in her garden. She tried

to shoo me until I asked about Moonchild, which made her eyes widen. “How do you know about

Moonchild?” she asked me. I told her Lead Watchman Jenkins’ story. She thought he was ‘the foolish son of

an equally foolish man’ and told me not to believe him, but she would not tell me her story. I was about to

give up when I accidentally mentioned the Moon. “you talk to the Moon?” she had asked, her eyes widening

again. I felt uncomfortable, but I also really wanted to know more about Moonchild, so I showed her my

hand. She quickly pulled me to the corner and began to tell her story:

The Hags Memories of The Moonchild

“Listen child, and listen close; you are someone the Moon chose

I used to be young, now I’m old; but many memories I still hold

What I will tell you, you should know; in case you are like her as you grow

She was born with skin too pale; and a body that was too frail

Both her legs she couldn’t move; “And never will she” doctors approved

But she was happy, and smiled bright; Sorrow found her only at night

She glanced upon the frozen lake; And prayed all night, awake

She wished to dance upon the ice; And didn’t care about the price

The moon heard her prayer; And eased all her despair

By the next morning, she could walk; Turning her into the villages talk

“A miracle” some of them were sure; Since the girl’s heart was clean and pure 

“I thank you Moon but what about the price?” she asked with a curious glance;

The Moon spoke softly “No price needed. Just allow me to watch you dance”

So, when she could dance, she danced all night; Underneath the stars, in the Moonlight

With the dancing and laughing the villagers smiled; And dubbed her appropriately as “the Moonchild”

But the priest never saw her pray and grew suspicious; “And which god did you pray to?” he asked curious

“I prayed to all but was heard by the Moon”; The faces fell, and rumours spread soon

Moonchild did not care, her face happy and bright; She talked to the moon almost every night

She was a child no older than eight; And she danced until she became a maid

Till that age, she was blamed for every hardship; Yet she never dropped the smiles from her lip

Then one day, things took the worse turn; As the village watched her house burn

Still within the fire were her parents and their sons; Moonchild’s smile vanished together with her loved ones

Moonchild was blamed for yet another ditch; This time also accused of being a witch

The watchmen turned to the priest, their gaze’s stern; The priest declared “Let her burn”

“Tonight, we prepare and in the morning's wake; We shall burn the witch at the stake!”

Locked away and broken she cried into the night; When the Moon appeared “hush child, It will be alright”

It began to rain, and poured for days straight; The priest and watchmen could not wait

Her death and ashes were their greatest strive; “Forget the burning! We shall bury her alive!”

By the lake she used to dance they dug her grave; And dragged her there like a slave

They shovelled her shut quickly and piled the dirt; From the village, their sick laughter could be heard

Some felt regret and watched all sad; Others felt great and cheered, glad

At dawn, just as the watchmen were to return; My heart clutched, I felt great concern

Rain stopped, the moon appeared behind a hill of cloud; And for the first time we heard its scream aloud 

The ground rumbled, rain and lightning fell; It was as if earth had turned to hell



The rumbling caused Moonchild’s grave to brake; and shook her cold body awake

The watchmen still determined to attack; approached the girl as lightning cracked

And when their bladed hands rose; Everything around Moonchild froze

The frozen men shattered like glass; the Moon was determined to protect the lass

We watched as if we were hexed; Then realised: the village was next

We ran away in panic and fear; as rain, thunder and frost grew near

Moonchild with a sorrowful smile on her face; suddenly began to dance with grace

She calmed the thunders beats; as she danced down the streets

The screams, the growls, rain and thunder hushed; as the girl through the village rushed

She danced up the hill; and the night grew still

Gently she calmed the night; “Hush Moon, it will be alright”

Upon the hill, she was closest to the Moon; where she danced and hummed a calming tune

Then the Moon disappeared behind a cloud; and Moonchild with it, leaving no sound

I saw it all and understood; what most of us never could

What brought the Watchmen’s and our doom; was not the child but the Moon”

The hag finished her story and cried. I was confused by the different interpretations of this ‘Moonchild’,

but at least the Moon sounded a lot nicer in her version of the story. The Moon only wanted to protect

Moonchild just like it protected me.

I decided to go back home and let the old woman cry in peace. On my way back, anyone who saw me

acted suspiciously weird. Normally, they wouldn’t even look at me, or they would shoo me, but today they

just stared and smirked. Mommy, I cannot even describe the feeling I felt when I saw the priest talking to

my father by the door. His face had fallen in shame.

Fear, panic, despair, uncertainty… All fused into one single anonymous feeling inside me. A feeling I

hated. I didn’t want to go home. I desired to run up the hill and hide in the clouds, just like Moonchild. I

turned around, ready to run, but was met by Old Jenkins's equally old face. He grabbed me by the arm and

dragged me home.

The priest began to pray the moment he saw me, and my father just pointed to my

room, hate and disgust oozing from his gaze. Ugly Old Jenkins threw me in there

as if I was a sack of potatoes. I saw you, mommy. You watched as father closed

the door, praying, and locked me in. I could tell you were sad from the tears

 on your cheeks as well as the way you held your hands over your heart 

like you always did when you were worried. Sad, but silent.

Home. What is a ‘home’, mommy? Is it the place where your parents 

are? Because my father had never looked at me with such disgust 

before. Is it where your bed is? Because my bed had never felt this 

uncomfortable before. Is it where everyone helps each other? Because 

nobody helped me. Is it where you feel calm and loved? Because I 

had never felt this estranged before. Mommy, our house was 

not my home anymore.



Everything got a million times worse when I looked out my barred window and saw the stake. All the

people who had smirked at me were giving hand to hand to build a nice wooden grave in the shape of a

stake. A grave for me. I cried until nightfall, and I heard you weep as well. But your tears couldn’t save

me, and I knew that just too well. Something else cried when it saw the stake: The Moon. It cried and

dropped its tears on the bars freezing and shattering them. No one noticed that. All were too busy preparing

the stake.

I heard the Moon cry. “Run! Run to the hill!” I climbed out the open window and carefully sneaked

towards the hill cowering behind walls and rocks. I managed to get to the stone bridge built over the stream

that separates the village from the open, wide hills. There was nothing that could hide me there. I noticed

the Moon shining bright and close enough to almost touch the hill, waiting for me and worrying. I took a

deep breath. One, two, three, then I had to run as fast as I could. I just had to reach the Moon. That was all.

“One.” I counted in my head. “Two.” My heart raced, and I began to shake. “There she is! The witch!”

some grave voice announced behind me. I turned for a brief moment and saw an army of villagers rushing

my way. Mommy, I never ran so fast in my life. “To the bridge Marianna! To the bridge!” I tried to keep

myself focused on the way. “The bridge, then the hill. To the Moon. Now. Quickly.”

I reached the bridge, out of breath, and still chased by the villager horde. A frail hand grabbed me. I

screamed thinking I was caught. “What are you doing, child? Run! Run! Run to Moonchild! She is waiting

for you! Don’t you see?” It was the hag pointing to a hilltop where a ghostly shape was visible. “Hurry!

The Moon will never forgive us if you die!” she tossed me across the bridge and opened her arms wide as

if she, the frail old hag, could stop the onslaught of villagers. I ran to the skirts of the hill when I heard the

hag call out: “Fools! Do you want to bring the Moons wrath upon us?” “Out of my way, hag!” I looked

back and saw stinky Old Jenkins toss the hag to the ground and watched in terror as they stamped on her.

But I couldn’t help her. I knew that.

I ran further up the hill, trying to ignore Old Jenkins's steps

closing up on me. The tears blurred my vision, so I wiped them

away and stopped. Why did I stop? Because, mommy, I had

never seen anything like the being on the hilltop before. It was in

the shape of a maiden but made of glass or ice, ghostly sparkling

in the moonlight. All the villagers stood still in their tracks and

gasped at the being. Were you among them too, mommy?

“Moonchild!” I called out with hope. “Moonchild!” Old Jenkins

cried out in terror. “The Devil! She returned from the land of the

accursed!” he screamed. The being showed a soft smile and

opened its arms, gently inviting me for a hug. I used the moment

of awe and confusion to reach her. All the fear, all the cold

disappeared as she closed her arms around me. I closed my eyes.

That was all I could have done.



Last night, I saw you cry and hug my old blanket. Moonchild said you miss me and that I could write a

letter to you if I wanted. Mommy, do not weep for me. I am happy here, and I am at peace. So please smile

and make peace with the past. 

Lots of love and kisses, Marianna

My tears wetted the paper, but there was a smile on my face. I was happy but oh so sad. She was well and

merry, and that brought me all the delight. Yet, I could never reach her, and that destroyed me. My guilt

reminded me of my silence that day. Had I just said something, tried to stop my husband, called the priest a

liar. I hadn’t... My optimism brought up the fact that she still loves me and calls me ‘mommy’. A

confusion of emotions rumbled in my chest, fighting each other for power over me.

My melancholic confusion was interrupted by the sound of soft giggling. I peeked out of the window to

find the source of these soft sounds. After a quick glance, my eyes fixed themselves upon two ghostly

beings shimmering in the moonlight, dancing gracefully through the streets. One, I recognised

immediately: my baby Marianna, the other: Moonchild.

When I opened my eyes again, mommy, I was in a different place that looked

exactly like our village but made of something that could be marble and 

glass or something completely different. I couldn’t tell. Everything 

was bright and clean. I felt no cold. I felt no fear. Only happiness 

and peace. Then I looked at myself and noticed that I had become 

a being just like Moonchild. “Welcome home, child.” The Moon’s 

voice was more evident than ever here. By the bridge, I noticed the 

hag waving at us. The Moon did not abandon her. She is with us now, 

                here in the realm of the Moon.

I have been here ever since, mommy. At peace together with Moonchild 

and granny. (Moonchild said calling her a ‘hag’ was not nice, so we call her ‘granny’ now.) 

We eat nice food that doesn’t exist where you are and play games and dance. The Moon watches over us,

always happy. At night, me and Moonchild visit your realm and dance all the way from the hill, through

the village, and to the lake. And every night, I look through your window to make sure you are alright.



YE OLDEYE OLDEYE OLDE
M E D I E V A L   

A R T
The Middle Ages is a period in which many developments have occurred, and the

world has rapidly transformed. It can be a difficult period to understand from today's

perspective. This phenomenon is the exact reason why the Middle Ages were so

unprecedented. For many years it has been quickly passed over by saying "dark ages"

However, in the long centuries it covers (ca. 5th century-13th century), it is too much to make

fast work of it (Yaşar, 2020)

If I had the right to say a single sentence to describe the middle ages, it would be ''Art for

Religion's Sake!''. In no other culture was art so closely combined with theological concepts and

dogmas and with traditional beliefs (Frothingham, 1895). No later than moving on to the

delighting part, I would like to briefly introduce you to the movements of the time, my messire.

While the classical art tradition survived for a long time in the Eastern Roman Empire known as

Byzantium, Romanesque was the first artistic style to spread all over Europe. With the emergence

of this style in the 1000s, sculptors stopped carving individual sculptures. The works became

linked to the main doors and interiors of buildings, particularly churches(Alpkunt, 2018).

outsider, and barbar (W.M.M. 1919).

As for Gothic art, which started in 1200 AD,

it has seen that there is a desire to get

rid of the oppressive and rigid attitude

of the Medieval Era and reach another

world. The Gothic style was expressive, 

elegant, and open to experimentation. FYI,

Gothic was originally a derogatory word

meaning outsider, and barbar (W.M.M.

1919). We appreciate the art made for the

church in the Middle Ages, but who is

behind this art? The names of the artists

who made the wall frescoes in churches are

not known, especially in the early Middle

Ages. (Yasar, 2020) Despite all the

setbacks, we will now get to know some

artists from each movement. Lazarus

Zographos was a Byzantine 

Christian saint, known as 'Lazarus 

the Painter' that is the first 

iconographer saint that was canonized

(Schroeder, 2009; Ramsgate, 1966).

As for the Guido of Siena, he was an

Italian artist who used the Byzantine

style most among his contemporaries. 

He is famous for his large panel

known as Enthroned Madonna and

Child in the church of San Domenico

(Muller, 2004). Lorenzetti brothers, 

the most momentous name we come

across in the gothic movement. They

introduced naturalism into Sienese

art. As an individual, we know little

about Pietro Lorenzetti's life. It has

been said that he was among the first

victims of the Black Death Pandemic

(Parsons, 2001). However, details in

the fresco made by him are

spectacular indeed. Concerning his

younger brother Ambrogio 

 Lorenzetti, he blended 

Byzantine art and Classical art

together and he effectuates 

a unique and individualistic style of

painting (John, 2002).
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Besides bringing many masterpieces to society, his finishing work is the Annunciation in which an
angel informs the Virgin Mary of the coming of baby Jesus. Although it wasn't excellent, and the
gold background that was traditional for the time creates a flat feel, the tiling on the floor does
create depth that is hard to come across for this era (Lorenzetti, 1921). During the Middle Ages,
the mosaic pavement was one of the most famous decorations for churches; notwithstanding, this
technique was preferred by the interior architects of the time exoterically for monumental churches
resulting from its high charge (M. Carile, 2016). If I had to give an example of these magnificent
mosaics, I would suggest you see one of the most eye-catching, Christ Pantocrator mosaic huge and
floating around golden mosaic tiles in Monreale Cathedral.As I have emphasized before, medieval
is an age when art is devoted to religion, so your reverence will estimate that manuscripts were
also given special attention and elaborated. This particular art is referred to as book cover design,
and Ned Drew, a prominent professor in his field, explains in his book named By Its Cover as
''Book cover design is an art that reflects both author’s ideas and contemporary cultural values in a
vital, intelligent, and beautiful way.'' The most awe-inspiring example of this is Codex Aureus of
St. Emmeram with its handmade cover of gold and decorated with precious gemstones, sapphires,
emeralds, and pearls (Dunlay, 2010). The Christ figure at the center is transcribed at the words: 
"I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No man cometh to the Father, but by me." (King James
Version, 14:6)All swarm to a place here is one of the most famous artworks of the middle ages that
has a variety of paintings and sculptures showing Madonna and Child. Nevertheless, the painting
that catches my attention most is the version made by Bono da Ferrara. In this painting, we can see
the standing Christ and tenderly holding and supporting Mary with her beautiful face, somewhat
inexpressive in its repose (R. E. F., 1908). Contrary to this Christ figure is not just an infant baby
with all muscles and a Christianity symbol on his hand.

Well, how about checking out one of the most famous
frescoes in the world? It is the Allegory of Good and
Bad Government prevails even today at Plazza Publico.
In this fresco, Ambrogio Lorenzetti describes the good
and bad government so their effects in a Gothic way.
While good government meant to be the Siena with the
figures of Peace, Justice, and such under Wisdom's
directorship; figures of bad government
are essentially Tyranny and Vice 
(Moore, 2020) For sure, it would be
unpleasant if we were shy of The 
Last Supper that is voluminously and 
sumptuously made by Leonardo Da 
Vinci. Even though some say about 
this fresco that it belongs to
the Renaissance-era it is
somewhere in between the 
two eras. Wherefore, 
I myself, believe that it was
painted at the transition 
period ( The Illustrated 
Magazine of Art, 1854).
Speakingof transition and
aggiornamento, we have 
Sandro Botticelli for the 
taking. Besides depicting
saintly and dogmas, he
painted the stuff of legends
like a group of human beings or 
independent likenesses, selfsame,
in the Adoration of the Magi
 (Zambrano, 2019). 

In this scenario, we see the Medici
Family that is a dynasty and banking

house. Botticelli describes this painting
with his own words and in his own book

Lives, as; the heads of the human are
indescribable, and their attitudes all

differ. He was protected by the Medici
family and commissioned to paint seven

versions of this panel at the very least
(Green, 1940). We have seen that

Renaissance artists include themselves
in their arts albeit, he was one of the

pioneers that lead this 
trend in art. If you would take a look

 at The Adoration of the Magi,
you could see Sandro Botticelli 

himself staring at you at
 the right marge of the painting.

In a nutshell, The Middle 
Ages, with almost every

detail, is very different from
 the modern-day and most
contrary to contemporary
understanding. However,

 evaluating the Middle Ages from
today's perspective will generate

us to reach erroneous conclusions.
While evaluating the period, it should

not be forgotten that medieval
art developed to meet the needs of

 the folk of the period and
how consequential this expression

was for those people.
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from many perspect�vesfrom many perspect�vesfrom many perspect�ves
Between 1348 and 1350, humankind witnessed one of the

darkest pages of history with the pandemic of Bubonic plague

that was named Black Death later on. (Langer,1964) An

organism called Bacillus Pestis that has three fatal forms:

pneumonic, bubonic, and septicemic, was the cause of the

plague. The plague was seen in some of the wild rodents

generally, black rats, and it was transmitted to other rodents by

fleas. Since people were not aware of hygiene in those times,

there were many black rats in houses and streets. (Rao,1993)

When a person was infected, it showed symptoms with high

fever, great pain, and black spots on the skin, caused by

bleeding, and most likely killed the person within a few days.

(Langer,1964) 

With the increase of these symptoms in humans, the plague

began to spread all when it comes to the reactions to the

plague, there are some intriguing

comments. People did not know how or 

what caused the disease. Because it was an 

obscure incidence for them, 

they interpreted the 

disease as supernatural.

Some believed that God sent this

disease as a result of their sins. 

Therefore, repenting and praying were

thought to be the way to get rid of the

disease, but this turned out to be wrong

when they realized that they still got sick.

(Slack,1988) 
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Some even believed that it was a gift from God, so a kind of

 sacrifice. They also blamed the astronomical events for the cause 

of the plague. It was thought that the movements of planets,

 particularly Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter, were the reason. They 

suggested that the air was polluted by the planets and with wind 

killing people. Some even blamed the sea for the disease. Because 

of these corrupted air and sea beliefs, some were burning different 

woods, putting smelly plants around their houses, or carrying

 smelling fruits with them to keep away the disease. (Legan,2015)

On the contrary to these superstitious ideas, some scientists made some

plausible suggestions. One of them was throwing different types of dust

 into the fire that was used for house heating. (Legan,2015) Elements

like sulfur, arsenic, and antimony were said to be a protection

against the plague. (Fabbri,2007) Doctors were also

suggesting that diet and mental health of people was an

important issue against the disease. It was stated that mental

 and physical health were interrelated so negative emotions

would be avoided. As a

means of diet, spicy hot

 foods were recommended yet,

 overeating, and eating at night

 was disapproved. There were

 so many contractionary beliefs 

about food (Legan,2015). A treatment 

named Thearic was the most popular 

and multi-use mixture since ancient times. It

could have eighty different ingredients 

and cures or protection for so

many different diseases. 

As for the plague, 
it was 
recommended
by many 
physicians with 
a special recipe.
Mostly consisting
of cinnamon, 
saffron, rhubarb, pepper, ginger,
and some narcotic substance, it
was made into a syrup-like form.
(Fabbri,2007) Physicians were
claiming that when it was used,
the poison went away and the
patient got better.

Ultimately this was not enough to end the

pandemic and it repeated several times

 after the end of the Middle Ages.

 (McEvendy,1988) Even now, it can be seen

 in some parts of Africa and the Far East.

(Langer,1964) Yet it can be cured almost

 100% in the case of early diagnosis with

several antibiotics. (Diagnosis and

Treatment,2019) around Europe and millions

of people died. (McEvedy,1988)
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Beliefs about medieval science and technology have changed a lot
with time. Until 1924, many historians believed that there was no 
credible science in the middle ages. Charles Haskins' publications
in 1924 changed our historical vision for science and 
technology. White (1975) stated that "many of his admirers
opened this gathering of scattered essays with a surprise to
discover that science was a serious enterprise in the 12th and 
13th centuries" (p. 519). Later, in 1974, Edward Grant's further 
studies showed that medieval science laid the foundations of the 
current day science in the 11th century (White, 1975).Some
people believed that technology had seen a regression caused 
by wars, chaos, and oppression (White, 1940). But in actuality, 
these factors can lead to technological progression. Since people 
waged war against each other in that era too often, they were 
encouraged to build better and more productive war machines 
that would help them in battle. The inventions of cannons, 
trebuchets, grenades, crossbows, stirrups for horses, plate armors,
and alike happened in the medieval period for warfare purposes.
While inventing these, humanity had to face challenges, found
new ways to process the iron, created new mathematical
equations, and achieved technological progression in many 
different forms. Due to the lack of technology in that era, many 
think that people in the medieval period believed in flat earth 
theory. But ancient Greek scholar Aristotle already had the
means of deducting that the world is not flat, but spherical,
in 384 BCE. Why would people and scholars in the middle
ages believe otherwise all of a sudden? They did not. They even
carried the spherical notion forward, supporting the idea with better
and more advanced calculations and observations. Saint Bede, who
was a famous scholar in the 6th century, explained how day length
and the spherical shape of the earth is related to each other in his
book De Temporum Ratione (Cormack, 1994).

When it comes to medieval science and technology, it is easy to find ourselves in a large pool

of misconceptions and underestimations. Even today, we still can't completely grasp the

technology of that period. Let's take a look and see what kind of misconceptions and

underestimations humanity had about medieval technology.
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Even today, there are lots of underestimated medieval
inventions. Without giving credit to them, we can't 
grasp how important this period was for
humanity's technological and 
scientific movements.Visual 
impairment was and still is a big 
problem for humanity. Visual loss
can happen because of old age, 
genetics, or various factors 
(Chapanis, 1950). Spectacles were
invented in the thirteenth century
by Italians to overcome the challenges 
of visual impairments (Oliver, 
1913). The technology of spectacle 
glasses enabled a lot of people
with poor eye-sight to continue 
studying.The fore-and-aft rig was 
another case. This invention single
-handedly changed the way we designed
and engineered ships. Thanks to it, ships 
needed fewer people to sail, and sailors were
able to use the wind more effectively. 

Underes t imated Invent i onsUnderes t imated Invent i onsUnderes t imated Invent i ons

Other Various Technological AdvancesOther Various Technological AdvancesOther Various Technological Advances
Redesigned heavy plow (6th century) 

- The new design allowed the plow

 to be used by oxen, improving

 efficiency and gains.

Tidal mill (6th century) - Allowed

 taking advantage of tides.

Three-field crop system (8th century) -

Allowed a much efficient way to harvest

and plant crops.

Gunpowder (9th century) - Used in guns and

explosives.

Blast furnace (9th century) 

- Allowed a higher

 production rate of iron.

Windmills (12th century)

 - Allowed humanity to

 benefit from wind by converting 

it to mechanical energy.

Cannons (12th century) - Became a

widely utilized war tech. Since they

could take down stone-walled cities,

cannons redefined the wars and even

borders.

Mechanical clocks (14th century) -

Replaced older and less efficient

methods, such as

hourglasses and sundials.
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Technology and Culture, 16(4), 519-530. doi:10.2307/3103433

Thanks to reduced costs and higher speeds, ships began travelling longer distances (White,
1940), increasing the network traffic and hence increasing the flow of information.
However, when we look at the history of ships, the importance of the fore-and-aft rig is
usually studied under the Renaissance era, despite being invented and actively used in the
early medieval period (Flatman, 2004). We've observed a couple of misconceptions and
underestimated inventions, and we can see how misunderstood medieval technology is in
various ways. Our vision about this subject won't  stay the same forever. Humanity will
always find different ways to observe the old ages thanks to the technology itself.



F R O M  T H E

peasant kitchens to feasts of the kingspeasant kitchens to feasts of the kings

Medieval era – or the “Middle Ages” – regards a timeline which covers from the 5th century to the 15th and as it is such a

long time to consider, it might have been thought as if there must be quite a lot of differences from the beginning of the

era to the end of it but it is actually far from that. Most of the information regarding the diet of the era comes from the

later terms, or more accurately the 14th and 15th centuries, when there was better documentation but examining the few

earlier documents on the matter it can be seen that the eating habits and diet during the medieval era hadn’t changed much

if at all and the few changes that there were happened very slowly through time. (Hieatt & Holloway, 2010)

Because of the lack of trading, during the era, there weren’t quite a lot of different ingredient options and thus the dishes

often tended to be rather plain. (Bovey, 2015) Though, while the diet might have not changed much through time it is

true that it differed quite a lot between the wealthy and the poor. In this article, both ends of the diet will be discussed as

well as some facts and customs of the eating habits of medieval people.

Basically, the diet of the peasants relied heavily on what they had from their farms

and while they often had cows and more likely pigs as they could defend

themselves in the forest they couldn’t afford to eat them because they also relied

on their productions like milk, cheese and curds. (Bovey, 2015)

On the other hand, the most significant difference when it comes to the diet of

the wealthy is the aspect of meat. Not only could they afford different kinds of

meat but they also could preserve it for a long time, especially during winters, as

they had access to salt. The noblemen could consume meat at any time of the year

while their people of lower ranks, even those who lived under their roof could not.

(Rank, 2020) Their dishes were heavily flavored with spices and sauces, with

ingredients that were often imported and thus they were quite expensive. 

The diet of those people of lower social ranks consisted mostly of bread and the like due to economic reasons. It was

difficult to afford meat and while rabbits and birds could be hunted there was a chance of their lords punishing them for it. (Rank,

2020) Though, those living close to the sea had the chance to eat fish despite those closer to the woods.

The rich liked to show off their wealth by arranging banquets and on their tables aside from the 

everyday dishes like stew, jellies and fine cakes they would have unusual animals served like peacocks and

even whales. Though, the biggest attraction of these banquets were the “sugar sculptures” which were usually

in form of ships, castles and the like and another interesting thing about the banquets is that there were books

written on banquet customs, which consisted rules like not to fart, pick nose and even scratch flea bites.

(Bovey, 2015) Thus, it can be seen that banquets were a very important part of the eating habits of the wealthy

during the middle ages.

So, in conclusion it can be said that even though the eating habits changed very slowly if at all during the

medieval era through years, there was a clear difference in between the lower and higher ranks in 

society regarding their diets. This difference heavily relies on the consumption of meat and access 

to salt to preserve food as well as spices to flavor the otherwise plain dishes. All in all, it is seen that 

medieval eating habits are one of the most important aspects that clearly show the social differences and

perhaps the inequalities between the poor and the wealthy at the time.
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"CHOPPED LIVER AND CRUSTE ROLLE""CHOPPED LIVER AND CRUSTE ROLLE"
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The Early Period

The Early Period began with the development of the Gregorian

chant. It was a piece of choral music used in the church, named

after Pope St. Gregory the Great, who originated this type

(Alviani, n.d.). It was the first music recorded in notation. 

As the second development in this period, the first example of

polyphony, the organum comes after the Gregorian chant. In this

type of song, there were at least two voices to enhance harmony.

Therefore, it is known as the first polyphonic example in medieval

music history (Alviani, n.d.). More, the troubadour and trouvere

music appeared as being the last music types in the Early Period.

These music species were kinds of monophonic secular music,

played with a single melodic line as well as accompanied by

instruments and singers. Troubadour music type was 

mostly around courtly love and chivalry. Guillaume 

d'Aquitaine was the most known composer of this class

(Kuznetsova, n.d.).

A sample of Gregorian Chant: Dies Irae 

(Day of Wrath), written by Thomas of Celano

Medieval music was the longest and earliest music era in Western Classical Music history. It

lasted from the 5th to 15th century and it comprised liturgical music (used for the church

known as sacred), secular music (polyphonic music type, including both voices and

instruments), non-religious music, and instrumental pieces. Choral music (music that applied

by the only group of singers, such as Gregorian chant), music that utilised both instruments

and voices, and then, solely instrumental music were the species of music in this era. The

Middle Age music separates into three periods: Early (500-1150), high (1150-1300), and

late (1300-1400) (Alviani, n.d.).

Music’s Most Fantastic Era:Music’s Most Fantastic Era:Music’s Most Fantastic Era:
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The High Period

During the High period, the German troubadour music type, minnesang was produced. The singers of

this class were called minnesingers and they mostly sang about courtly love. The most famous

songwriters of this music type were Henric van Veldeke and Wolfram von Eschenbach (Kuznetsova,

n.d.). Also, geisslerlieder and flagellant songs were developed. These two kinds were sung by people

to swear to God for the hope of ending wars and diseases. In another saying, geisslerlieder music was

made up of folk songs (Estrella, 2019). Besides, as one of the most important movements in Medieval

music history, The Notre-Dame School was founded, which refers to composers who worked 

at the Notre-Dame Cathedral from 1160 to 1250. Leonin and Perotin were the most 

well-known composers of the group and they are considered to be the first 

composers to produce a significant polyphonic song 

(Britannica Encyclopedia, 1998). Then, the last milestone movement 

of this period is the development of the first rhythmic notation. 

Guido de Arezzo, who is a monk and choirmaster, invented the 

musical notation and he is thought as the creator of modern 

notation of music (Estrella, 2019).

The Late Period

The Late Period is also known as the period of ars nova (new art) that refers to 

a thesis by French composer Philippe de Vitry. In his thesis, Philippe de Vitry

compares the practice and music between his era and the former ages

(Kuznetsova, n.d.). During this period, a polyphonic enhancement in secular

music occurred. This period's famous composers were John Dunstable and

Guillaume de Machaut, who was known for his isorhythmic motet 

(Alviani, n.d.)

A Sample of Isorhythmic Motet Song: 

O sancte Sebastiane (O Saint Sebastian), 

written by Guillaume Dufay

An Example of Minnesang:

Under der Linden (Under the

Linden), written by Walther von

der Vogelweide
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ASSASSINATIONASSASSINATION&Knowledge was always a need for mankind. Throughout history, humanity tried to slake its thirst 

on it, in various topics. From science to warfare, life to death etc. But for this instance, the focus will 

be on politics, courtly affairs, and state management. 

What is a king who knows nothing about his internal or external enemies? Knowing is half the battle,

(the other half is violence) because the information is power and with power, a monarch or an individual

can gain the upper hand required against his or her enemies. Also, one must never underestimate the

power of words, sometimes words can worth more than soldiers or help one win battles without even

fighting, just like how Consul Quintus Fabius Maximus sent his brother to the local Umbrians so that

they would join the Roman Republic, something that wasn’t achieved by force of arms before. (Howard,

2016)

It wasn’t long until people realised that a knife in the dark might be worth more than a thousand

swords in the open for mere words held the power of life and death. Just like the ones spoken by King

Henry II, who is claimed to have said “Will no one rid me of this turbulent priest?”, referring to Thomas

Becket, the Archbishop of Canterbury. His will was carried out by 4 knights who were Reginald Fitzurse,

Hugh de Morville, William de Tracy, and Richard le Breton. (Konieczny, 2020)

During the Crusades, a man with a notable reputation, Hassan Sabbah, created the first Assassin Order,

the Hashashins. This esoteric order followed a heretical sufi sect, known as Ismailism. It is estimated that

he recruited his fida’is(devotee) by getting them addicted to hashish. He also created an artificial heaven at

Castle Alamut to further enthrall his men to himself. (Chakra, 2018) Their reign of terror lasted for slightly

more than two and a half centuries yet their impact on history was extraordinary. They struck fear into the

hearts of both Muslims and Crusaders alike, yet Seljuks felt their spite more than others. What made them

fearful was their dedication to the given task. Mostly, they weren’t even expected to return alive but such

was their devotion that they never hesitated to complete their orders. (Abdulrahman, 2016). They abhorred

tactics like poisoning or throwing weapons from afar and considered them cowardly. Instead, they wanted

everyone to witness the event and know the perpetrator (Chakra, 2020).
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ESPIONAGEESPIONAGE&An example of their notoriety would be this event, Sultan 

Sanjar of the Seljuk Empire planned to get rid of the 

Hashashins. Learning of this, Hassan Sabbah tried to make peace with

the Seljuks but determined, Sanjar refused their offer. Realising that the

Sultan had to be “convinced” further to peace, he sent one of his

assassins. One morning, Sanjar woke up and realised a dagger was stuck

to the ground, near his bed. A messenger from Sabbah explained the

situation with these words: “Did I not wish the sultan well that the

dagger which was struck in the hard ground would have been planted

on your soft breast.” (Sanjar, 2020). Fearing for his life, Sanjar had to

abandon his plans. Their list includes famous persons like Conrad of

Montferrat, King of Jerusalem, and Nizam al-Mulk, the famous vizier

of the Seljuk Empire. Their demise came from the Mongols who razed

the Alamut Castle and slaughtered their followers.

Hashashins were the most infamous of the assassins in Medieval times, their death influenced the world

who came to realise the importance of cloak and dagger operations. As time flew ever onwards, many

found their untimely demise by the hand of a man or a woman via a dagger, poisoned food, something

slipped into their drinks, or by some other fatal misfortune.
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MED I E V A LM ED I E V A LM ED I E V A L
S O C I E TYS O C I E TYS O C I E TY

P L A C E  O F  T H E  W O M E N  I N

The medieval society was formed of three main parts. These parts were the church, feudal-

manorial system, and towns. The church was superior to anything you can imagine, it was

setting rules for the economy, law, politics, and even for kings and queens. People were

ignorant of their real needs; they were just doing what the church was saying because they

had a perfect fear of God. (Russell, 2005) Keeping in mind all the things about medieval

society,
 what was the place of the women in this?

As we all know, women’s place in society has

changed throughout history. In the middle ages,

women’s rights were being denied by both state and

church. There was inequality between sexes and it

was beginning from childhood. Boys were sent to

school, taught how to read, write, and do investment,

being told about the economy, policy while girls

were only taught how to be obedient to men, 

sew and cook. (Russell, 2005) Girls were seen 

as fragile because of the physical features and 

they were always associated with the  concept of

family, chores, children, and obedience. 

(University of Georgia Press, 1988.) 

The average marriage age in girls was 11-14. 

Even the noble ones were just raised for

marrying a wealthy man and 

contributing to her father’s property. Girls 

could not choose the man they would marry and

after the marriage, the girl who had been 

under the control of her father became the

property of her husband. Also, 

women could not be a part of 

any institution of government,

they could not be a part of the

military, be a part of town councils, 

do investment, or could not have their

property. For example, if a man only 

has a daughter his legacy would not be 

his daughter’s it would be the husband of 

his daughter. However, still, women were 

paying taxes. (Shahar, 1983) Hopefully, 

there were still some strong women, such as

Eleanor of Aquitaine, who was probably the most

important woman of the middle ages.

She lived between 1122-1204, she is known by

various nicknames such as woman, wife, and

widow, and she is mostly known for her

love life. However, Eleanor was out of the

norms of her times and became one of the

most important political figures

for the twelfth century, which is a period

women barely have rights. 

During her lifetime, she became

 queen two times, first in France

 and second in England. (Meade, 1977)

She joined the Second Crusade

 with her ladies and did a great job

She ruled her estates, finances,

and she also considerably influenced

arts, especially romantic

literature. Since romantic literature

was about the relationship between men

 and women it also affected and

changed people’s points of

view about women and

their place in social life

(Mark, 2019) With all

 the things she did, she

inspired both women of her

time and beyond them.
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It is to our great honor to announce that as the ELT Monthly Magazine

Crew, we will soon be launching a social responsibility project in

collaboration with "Beyaz Melekler Derneği" which is an association

that operates for the needs and education of children with special needs,

with the help of volunteers and donations. Together, we aim to help the

children with special needs who, with their families, are fighting to

become a part of our society and build our future.

We strive to start our social responsibility project by the next issue of

"ELT Monthly Magazine"

Stay tuned!
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